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Why Some Tax Bills Are High (1926)

**Why Some Tax Bills Are High (1926)**

---

**DO YOU OWN YOUR HOME?**

**AND IF SO WHAT'S ITS VALUE?**

---

**OH YES! WE OWN IT AND HAVE IT ALL PAID FOR.**

**ALMOST ISN'T IT JUST GRAND AND IT COST SO MUCH MORE THAN WE THOUGHT IT WOULD**

**TO SEE WE HAD THINGS BUILT IN TO SAVE BUYING FURNITURE.**

**AND IT WAS TERRIBLY EXPENSIVE.**

**ANYWAY FRED—THAT'S MY HUSBAND—SAYS HE WOULDN'T**

**TAKE A HUNDRED THOUSAND**

**FOR IT JUST AS IT STANDS!**

**WE'RE BOTH JUST CRAZY ABOUT IT!**

---

**ANY JEWELRY, WATCHES, DIAMONDS?**

**— MONEY IN THE BANK —?**

---

**indeed we have! just loads! First there's my engagement ring. the diamond isn't so awfully big**

**but the quality is what made it cost so much—and then i have this little locket—fred says they're not real**

**diamonds but i'm sure they must be—and then fred has a little diamond in his stickpin**

**and there's all my grandmother's jewelry that's almost priceless—**

**we really haven't**

**them yet but someday we will. so it's just the same—and—i do wish fred were here**

**he could think of lots more... etc. & it.**

---

**OH FRED I'VE HAD THE GRANDEST CALLER TODAY—THE ASSESSOR AND**

**HE WAS SO INTERESTED IN ALL OUR THINGS**

**AND SO SURPRISED TO FIND HOW WELL WE WERE GETTING ALONG.**
It's Easter Again (1915)

Pa Realizes He's No Longer Young (1915)
A Game For the Girls (1918)

In Search of A Cheering Thought (1947)

PRETTY BLOND BRIDE STRANGLED AND STABBED WITH ICE PICK BY HUSBAND OF TWO WEEKS WHO SAYS HE DIDN'T LOVE HER ANY MORE

PRETTY LADY'S MOTHER CHARACTER CLEARED

BRITISH TIGHTENING BELTS ON DIET

PALESTINE

RUSSIA AGAIN THREATENS WORLD

ITALY WANTS ITALIAN DOLLARS

ALWAYS LOOK ON THE BRIGHT SIDE OF THINGS

THE SWEET CORN SEASON IS HERE
The Driving Lesson (1908)

The Afternoon Bridge Club (1937)
The Seven Stages of the Flu (1919)

Stage 1:

Stage 2:

Stage 3:

Stage 4:

Stage 5:

Stage 6:

Stage 7:

HE'S VERY MUCH BETTER TODAY. THANK YOU.
I THINK HE'LL BE DOWN TO THE OFFICE IN ANOTHER DAY OR SO.
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